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USG finalizes $42,000 budget
After the meeting,
USG's budget was
found to be off by
$486
by Marie Chiche
THE BG HENS

Undergraduate
Sludenl
Government
finalized
its
$42,239.04 budget for the 20012002 school year and summer
session.
While part of the budget was
approved last week, USG Senate
voted last night on money needed
for USG's public relations campaign and funds for conferences
for the USG members, as weU as
money for the appeals branch
chairperson's stipend.
USG decided to spend $725 on
the local conferences and $2,200
on COSGA, its national conference.
"I think COSGA is our largest
improper use of student funds,"
said loel Freimark, off-campus

senator, opposing the amount of Nick Froslear, from the Finance voting on the impeachment and
USG BUDGET BREAKDOWN
money attributed to the confer- Committee, said the difference will not have to follow the comence. He added USG needed to was due to the increase in USG
The following represents expenditures approved by USG for the 2001mittee's
recommendations,
find a way to spend significantly leaders' stipends.
2002 academic calendar. Percentages were rounded to the nearest
less than it did last
whole and the overall percentage may not equal 100 percent.
It will be cov- BuUins said.
In
other
business:
/
think
COSGA
is
year ($2,000).
ered by the sur• 13 new senators were sworn
Other senators
plus from last
our largest
said a lot of ideas
year's budget, into office
improper
use
of
were brought back
according to
• Two more blue lights were
from last year's
Froslear.
student funds."
installed and surveys will be disconference and
Also during tributed
in
McDonald
significant
the USG meet- Quadrangle this week. Those surJOEL
FRIEMARK
improvements
ing,
Chris veys allow students to make comhad been made.
OFF-CAMPUS SENATOR
Bullins, adviser ments about USG and to suggest
"I see some
for the Parking
major purpose in COSGA and I and Traffic Appeals Committee issues that should be discussed.
• USG members weie encourthink it's worth it," said Nick explained to the other USG memFroslear, senator at large.
bers that if proposed changes to aged to actively participate in
A total of $4,250 was also attrib- the committee are agreed upon, homecoming activities such as
uted to promotion and $1,500 to
the committee will be in charge of painting the spirit rock Saturday
the appeals branch.
supervising USG elections and at 11 am. The painting will serve
After the meeting, a discrepanas a memorial of the Sept. 11
cy of $486 in the budget was impeachment of USG members.
found by The BG News, with a They would act as an indepen- events and students or organizatotal of $42,725.04 when all items dent body of the government tions are invited to join USG.
• USCi is also asking for organion the budget were added com- which would conduct investigapared to the $42,239.04 inflows tions and submit recommenda- zations to be involved in Diversity
tions to the USG Senate.
announced at the USG meeting.
Day, which will be held Feb. 16,
The Senate will still be charge of 2002.
When contacted last night,
Source USG Budget

Council promises to look at absentee landlord issues
by Kimberly Dupps
IHE BO NEWS

A University professor at last
night's city council meeting said
she is worried about absentee
landlords making a profit from
student housing not being maintained.
"It is unfair to the students who
rent there, the residents and the
city," professor ludy Sealander
said.
In her neighborhood, the
North Summit Street area, she

said landlords have not kept the
property. Students living next to
her have had to move couches to
the yard that were left from prior
leaseholders. The couches are
now up against her garage, which
not only make the yard look bad
but is also a fire hazard.
The planning director for the
city, who handles issues dealing
with property ownership, said the
county, not Bowling Green, is
responsible for property upkeep
complaints.

The Wood County Health
Department and Wood County
Housing should be the ones to
follow up on complaints, said
Rick Ketzcnbarger, the director.
However, Council President
B.I. Fischer referred the issue to
the city's community improvement committee. He felt that
despite technically being a county concent, the city should review
its current ordinances.
"I think it would be beneficial
for us to look at the city's stand-

US examines tougher
immigration laws
byAmyHackbarth
U-WIRE

MINNEAPOLIS —
immigration lawyer Laura
Danielson's clients have been living in fear the past two weeks
after witnessing discrimination
and hearing (ales of foreigners
being beaten and murdered.
"I have a lot of clients who are
really afraid," said Danielson. also
a University of Minnesota Law
School adjunct professor. "They
don't know if they should go
home and they feel like people
don't want them here."
U.S.
immigrants
like
Danielson's clients might be in for
a difficult time in the next few
months as the public and the government react to the Sept. 11
attacks.
A violent public reaction is typical following an attack.
Danielson said. She mentioned
similar reactions after the 1993
World Trade Center bombing' and
the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing.
"In an incident like this, the
public always responds with fear.
If there are any non-citizens
involved, people blame immigration policies," Danielson said.
Congress responded to the
attacks with new proposals to
strengthen the Immigration and
Naturalization Service's authority.
And these plans are quite different than legislation proposed
before the attacks, said Sam
Myers, an immigration lawyer
and former president of the
American Immigration Lawyers
Association.
Prior to the attacks, Myers said,
Congress focused on reorganizing the INS and repealing harsher
immigration laws.
Congress also considered
granting legal status to skilled and
unskilled aliens currently working

in the country and creating an
amnesty for Hispanics living in
the United States.
While continuing to concentrate on INS reorganization,
Congress now is focusing on
enforcing immigration laws and
allowing the government to monitor immigrants living in the
country.
"The attacks have radically
taken away from many issues
Congress was covering," Myers
said. "Virtually any legislation
that has to do with amnesty or
repealing laws is on the back
burner now."
One of President George W
Bush's proposals could give the
INS authority to detain immigrants it suspects of participating
in terrorist organizations.
Another proposal involves creating a database of international
students living in the United
States.
Foreigners in the United States
with student visas - academic or
vocational - - are not usually monitored aggressively, Myers said.
That could change after the
attacks.
"Most or all of the suspected
terrorists in the attacks were In on
student visas," he said. "While
students aren't followed heavily
now, I expect that to change."
New regulations allow the INS
to detain aliens for 48 hours
before issuing arrest warrants.
Previously, the INS could detain
aliens for 24 hours.
While Danielson said she
understands the need for
increased INS regulation, she
fears the government and public
response might be too severe.
"It's always frightening to think
about World War II and what hap pened to the
JapaneseAmericans Uving in the United
States."

point," said Sarah Tomashefski,
1st Ward representative and
University student.
Council members also asked
that other housing concerns be
addressed, including the number
of people allowed to live in a residence.
Also at the meeting Municipal
Administrator lohn Fawcett said
work on the four comers (the
intersection of Main and Wooster
Streets) should be ready to drive
on within a week.

Work has occurred at the intersection of the streets, laying brick
as a part of the Heritage 2000 project. Heritage 2000 is a downtown
refurbishment project that
includes cosmetic and electrical
improvements.
"If the weather is cooperative
and if nothing unforeseen happens, three out of the four comers
will be open tomorrow by the
close of business," Fawcett said
last night.

Fawcett said the next project at
the four comers will be the northwest comer by Lotions and
Potions. A raised flower box will
be built, which may close the corner.
Also in his report to council,
Fawcett said department heads
had to submit budget requests
for next year by yesterday. It will
take Fawcett approximately three
to four weeks to complete the
budgets.

TWIST OF SPIRIT

Sarah Caito BG News
ROCKING THE FLOCK: Twist of Nothing performed as part of the Homecoming Week kickoff celebration on the Saddlemire lawn yesterday afternoon.

Students stress need for peace in DC anti-war march
by Kate Snyder

HARRISONBURG. Va. —
Students
traveled
to
Washington, DC, Saturday to
take part in the first national
anti-war marches since the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Thousands of young protesters came from across the nation
to dispute and march against
war. The rally was generally a
peaceful display against military
retaliation, spoiled by only three
arrests and some fights, said
police officials, according to a
Sept. 30 Washington Post article.
Junior Progressive Coalition
member Jenny Schockemoehl
was one of many who traveled

to DC. to march.
"It's really important to mobilize and have a demonstration
against war," Schockemoehl
said. "We hope this demonstration will show our government
that its people do not want to
fight"
The first march started at 9
am. at Union Station and was
sponsored by the Anti-Capitalist
Convergence (ACC).
According to ACC Web site
www.abolishthebank.org, it is
an organization that stands for
"direct action against the Wwld
Bank
and
International
Monetary Fund meetings."
They defend anarchy and
global action, stating these orga-

nizations do nothing but hurt
the poor and middle-class people while aiding the elite,
according to the Web site. In an
act to promote anarchy, the ACC
did not get a permit for their
march, requiring police to
escort protesters as they walked.
A second march, sponsored
by the International Action
Center (IAC), started at noon at
the Freedom Plaza on 14th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
It was originally scheduled to
start at the White House.
However, President George W
Bush decided that no protests
should take place in that vicinity
during a 30-day period.
According to the IAC Web site
www.iacenter.org, this proposal

was an effort by the Bush
administration to disrupt the
demonstration.
"It was actually a really big
deal that Bush called for the
restriction," Schockemoehl said.
"It was an example of a restraint
on our Uberties.'
The IAC march was an effort
to show the American government that it should concentrate
on helping the victims of the
attacks by setting up jobs,
homes and health care, instead
of lashing back against others,
according to the IAC Web site.
Rallies were held both before
and after the marches. Signs
were held with statements such
MARCH. PAGE 2
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as, "8 million Afghan refugees
need food now, not war and terror," and "Amerika! Get a Clue!,"
according to the Post.
The Post reported that many
criticized U.S. foreign policy,
blaming the United States government for American tensions
with the Middle East
The Post also reported that
police officials and spectators
said overall the demonstration
went well.
Even though some arrests were
made and tension between protesters and authorities seemed
apparent, the focus on the event
was peace, according to the Post.
Shockemoehl said she hoped
to come back from her trip to

Washington with the insight and
motivation to "help raise energy
for people at home."
Junior Progressive Coalition
member Andrea Morley attended
the protest as well.
"Whether we accomplished
something or not, |to have] energy to bring back to campus to
share with other people is a high
point," Morley said.
Senior Amnesty International
member Ellen lenkins said she
wanted to go to the protest to witness a peaceful approach to the
country's current situation.
"I don't think America should
be bombing other countries,"
lenkins said. "We need to think
about what bombing is going to
entail."

Hangover pill questioned
by C. Price lones
U-WIRE

ANN ARBOR. Mich. - Rather
than suffer the throbbing pain,
nausea and loopy detachment
during or after drinking alcohol,
taking a pill will relieve these
hangover symptoms, at least
according to manufacturers of
"anti-hangover" pills. But students say the pill may not be the
cure-all it's advertised to be.
Categorized as a dietary supplement, one pill -- dubbed
"Chaser" - is touted as "completely effective on wine, beer,
spirits and cocktails."
Chaser's ingredients include
calcium carbonate, or chalk, and
vegetable carbon, or charcoal,
which attract and bind to the substances that produce hangover
symptoms.
The suggested dose is two pills
during the first hour of drinking
increases to two extra pills after
six drinks and another two pills
after three or four hours of drinking.
The makers of Chaser, Living
Essentials of Walled Lake in
Oakland County, suggest not
drinking more than six drinks.
Also, the pill must be ingested
before drinking, so immediate
relief for hangovers isn't guaranteed by the medicine.

"Two radio stations, 96.3 and
88.7, have been advertising it all
summer," LSA senior Trevor King
said. "I was the advocate for it to
all my friends, but all the buzz
about it fizzled."
"Two capsules work for up to
six drinks. I wouldn't have a hangover if 1 just had six drinks," one
LSA student said.
"And 1 wouldn't want to take
pills every three or four hours.
Besides, I think 1 know what
works best for me."
"1 tried an orange, 'buzzer'
drink that helped my headache a
Little bit, but 1 could still feel the
hangover," a Business junior
added. "And the pill did the same
thing."
These students did not want
their names used in this article
because they are under 21.
Since Chaser is a dietary supplement, clinical tests to prove its
effectiveness were not required of
its producer, which asserts that 15
years of development for the pill
confirm its efficacy. Since many
doctors have not heard about the
over-the-counter solution, the
pill's true benefits aren't certain.
"Even if it works, it promotes
further drinking," said Dr. Robert
Winfield, interim director and
internal medicine specialist at
University Health Services.

U. Montana dorms go smoke free
by Candy Buster
U-WII!

MISSOULA,
Mont.
—
University of Montana's Jesse,
Miller, Duniway and Craig Halls
used to be smoker-friendly, but
now the smokers are trooping
outside to puff.
This year, for the first time, all
dorms on campus are smokefree.
Smokers are supposed to
stand at least 25 feet from the
buildings, but many people
choose to ignore this rule, said
University
of
Montana
Residence Life Director Ron
Brunell.
"Our biggest challenge right
now is to move students far
enough from the building,"
Brunell said.
Several students in Jesse Hall
said that most smokers do not
follow the 25-feet rule.
"You can tell by the rig butts
by the door," freshman Kalli
McCarthy said.

by Michael A doVoanna
U-WIIE

BOULDER, Colo. — A poll
released on Wednesday shows
that Colorado voters have little
confidence in the War on Drugs
and more people view drug
addiction as a health issue than
a crime.
Ridder/Braden Inc. conducted the poll for the Boulder,
Colo-based Rocky Mountain
Peace and Justice Center.
It asked 500 Colorado voters
in 63 counties how they felt the
state and federal governments
were doing when it comes the
War on Drugs.
"This is the first, and most
comprehensive, poll taken on
the Drug War in the state,"
Christie Donner of the Peace
Center said.
According to the poll:
• 83 percent of respondents
said the country is losing its war
on drugs;
* 85 percent said the War on
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Smokers Sheena Thompson
and Amy Brugger said they
rarely smoke 25 feet away from
Jesse Hall.
"No one really follows that,"
Thompson said.
Resident Assistant Tori
Pavlock said that second-hand
smoke is always wafting in the
door toward the front desk, as
well as into the second- and
third-floor windows of the RA's
rooms.
McCarthy, a non-smoker,
thinks that people should have
the freedom to smoke in dorm
rooms, especially since many of
Jesse Hall's residents are living
on their own for the first time.
"I say you should be able to do
whatever you want," McCarthy
said.
McCarthy's
roommate
smokes, and she said that she
would not mind the secondhand smoke.
"lhaveabunchoffriendsthat
smoke, so it doesn't bother me,"

she said.

Sophomore Tim Reel said the
new rule will do more damage
than it will do good because
more students will be introduced to second-hand smoke
now, as opposed to when people
were just smoking in their
rooms
"When winter comes, they're
not going 20 feet from the building; they're going to stand right
outside the door because it's
cold," Reel said.
Wyatt Larson said he was
angered when he found out that
Jesse Hall residents couldn't
smoke in their rooms this year.
The rule is unnecessary, he said.
"If you want to get away from
smoke, you can just not smoke
in your own room," Larson said.
"What you do in your own room
is your own business."
Pavlock said she thinks the
new rule is a very good change.
She said fewer residents have

been smoking marijuana this
year, because they cannot hide
the smell.
" Last year when people would
smoke pot, they would cover it
up with cigarette smoke,"
Pavlock said.
Thompson agreed that the
no-smoking rule is beneficial.
She said she would smoke outside anyway, because she would
not want everything in her room
to smell like smoke. Also, she
said, she smokes fewer cigarettes than she would normally,
because it is inconvenient to p.o
outside.
"It keeps you from smoking
more," Thompson said. "I think
it's a good idea"
Brunell said most students are
complying and smoking outside, but there are still problems
with cigarette butts not being
disposed of in the receptacles.

Poll shows lack of confidence in drug war
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Drugs deals with the symptoms
of drug use, but fails to solve the
underlying causes;
" 59 percent said efforts to
stop drug use have been inetfective; and
• Just 2 percent said the government is winning the War on
Drugs.
Additionally, the poll indicates
that while Colorado voters are
wary of drug suppliers, they support treatment over criminal
sentences for drug users. Eightysix percent of those polled said
that providing people with treatment would be an effective
method for cutting down drug
use and 80 percent said they
thought such treatment would
help reduce the crime related to
drug use.
"This all says that the key to
winning the War on Drugs is
reducing demand for drugs,"
Donner said.
According to the Colorado
Department of Corrections,

3,226 - more than 20 percent -of the prison system's estimated
16,000 inmates are serving sentences for a drug conviction.
And inmates serving sentences for drug possession or
use constitute a little more than
half that number at 1.714, or
10.7 percent, according to
Corrections Department statistics released June 30
Colorado ranks 49th in the
United States in terms of percapita spending on drug treatment, Donner said.
"Colorado is woefully underfunded when it comes to treatment," she said.
The state spends $23 million
on efforts to combat drug usage,
including alcohol use, and just
S2 million of it comes directly
from the state.
"The rest comes in federal
grants," Donner said. "What the
poll indicates is that people
don't think the spending is balanced."

She added that other Western
states, such as New Mexico,
Arizona, Idaho and California
have extensive drug prevention
and treatment programs
Donner Wednesday delivered
the results of the poll to state
lawmakers on the Legislature's
Interim
Criminal
Justice
Committee on Sentencing
Reform that is charged with
reviewing the state's drug laws
and corrections policies.
"No specifics have come out
of that committee yet," Donner
said. "They are looking at alternatives to incarceration."
The committee is currently
considering a proposal by Sen.
Ken Gordon, D-Denver, to ease
criminal sentences on drug possession and to use the estimated
S26.000 a year per person In ■>
cerated in the state to fund effect
tive treatments.
According to the poll, 73 pen}
cent of the state's voters voice!
support for the concept.
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NY criminal trials resume
by Karen Matthews
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Few criminal
trials have taken place in the city
since the attack on the World
Trade Center because the Police
Department, stretched to maintain high security, could not free
up officers to testify.
That should change this week.
In a sign that the city is inching
toward business as usual, the
department was ordered to make
its officers available to the courts
starting yesterday.
fudge Jonathan Lippman, New
York state's chief administrative
judge, said some criminal trials
that were under way at the time
of the Sept. 11 attacks have proceeded, but only a very few have
begun since then. Court officials
had no firm statistics but estimate that only 10 percent of the
normal number of cases been

heard since the attack.
In a typical week, court officials
say, felony trials would number in
the low hundreds citywide
Prosecutors said the suspension of criminal trials has created
slight backlogs, and defense
lawyers said it has forced some
defendants to stay in jail much
longer than they would have otherwise.
"Obviously it's a problem in
that we do have cases that have to
be tried right now," Lippman
said. "The cases languish. They
back up other cases. We couldrft
go too long without the system
buckling."
The day after the terrorist
attacks, Gov. George Pataki issued
an executive order suspending
speedy-trial rules that compel
prosecutors to bring a case by a
certain deadline. Unless the governor renews or modifies the

order, it will expire Oct. 12.
The suspension of criminal trials was just one aspect of an
unprecedented citywide crisis in
the wake of the attacks left more
than 5,500 dead or missing.
"I don't think in the 20th century there was any total disruption
to municipal government such as
there has been as a result of the
World Trade Center," said
Thomas Reppetto, an author and
expert on New York City police
and criminal justice.
The attacks on the trade center
have crippled the criminal justice
system in many ways.
Many lawyers who were based
in the trade center or the immedi ate area lost their offices and files.
Nearly one in five lawyers in
the city was displaced by the
blast.
And in Manhattan, the courts
and the district attorney's office,

BRIEFING
Bin Laden associate
extradited to France

situated just blocks from the twin
towers, are still without full phone
service. Barbara Thompson, a
spokeswoman for Manhattan
District
Attorney
Robert
Morgenlhau, said phone service
was "fragile" yesterday, nearly
three weeks after the attacks.
Michele Maxian, who heads
the criminal defense division for
the Legal Aid Society, said the
delay has created "a terrible situation" for jailed defendants awaiting trial. Many of those being
held on minor charges would
already have had their cases
heard — and been released —
were it not for the disruption.
"They all say that they understand this but they didn't cause
it," Maxian said. "They all want to
be home with their families as
much as we want to be home
with our families at this time."

by Verena Von Oerschau
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — A man said to be
at the center of a plot to attack
U.S. interests in France and
Linked to Osama bin Laden
has been extradited from the
United Arab Emirates and
jailed in Paris, judicial officials
said yesterday.
Djamel Beghal was being
questioned by French antiterTorism judges following his
extradition Sunday, according
to officials, who spoke on customary
condition
of
anonymity. French police
have quietly linked him to
Osama bin Laden, believed to
have materminded the Sept.
11 attacks on the United
States.

Bush focuses on terrorism in US
by Sonya Ross
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush cited progress on anti-terrorism efforts, ranging from
frozen accounts to international
pledges of support to the capture
of a man who had just finished
serving time for an unrelated
hijacking.
"Slowly but surely, the results
are coming in," Bush said.
The president made a trip yesterday to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and listed
some fruits of the administration's intense focus on terrorism.
Authorities have blocked $6 million in bank accounts linked to
terrorist activity, Bush said, and
have frozen 50 accounts, 30 of

them in the United States
Bush said he had gotten 46
pledges of support from groups
ranging from NATO to the
Organization of the Islamic
Conference. He hinted at the gist
of his conversations with other
leaders, saying the United States
has told the world, "This could
easily have taken place on your
soil, so you need to take threats
seriously as well."
He spoke by telephone with
President Vaclav Havel of the
Czech Republic and Prime
Minister Mahathir Mohamad of
Malaysia.
White
House
spokesman Ari Fleischer said
Havel told Bush that his nation
would assist "in any possible
way."

Bush expressed hopes of talking at greater length with
Mahathir at the upcoming economic summit in China, and
assured the Malaysian leader that
the global anti-terrorism campaign now underway "was
against evil, and not Islam,"
Fleischer said.
The president also dropped in
on National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice's meeting with
Indian Foreign Minister laswant
Singh. Bush stayed for 40 minutes, Singh told reporters.
Singh said he came away
understanding that the war
against terrorism is focused on
Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida network and its various offshoots. He

Jerusalem car bomb
hurts truce efforts
by Jason Keyser

said he did not think the goal is to
remove the Taliban from power in
Afghanistan, but added, "If the
Taliban regime harbors terrorist
organizations or permits terrorist
activities, then I'm afraid (the)
Taliban has to go."
Bush said a global web of
shared intelligence is gradually
yielding identities and hiding
places of al-Qaida members One
hundred fifty people have been
detained, and Bush promised
more arrests.
"As I said, this is a different kind
of war. It's hard to fight a guerrilla
war with conventional forces,"
Bush said. "But our military is
ready. ... They will make us
proud."

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM — A car bomb
exploded yesterday in a residential area of Jerusalem, causing no serious injury, but hurting Israeli-Palestinian truce
efforts.
Two bystanders were lightly
hurt by glass shards. Police said
they suspected Palestinian militants who have carried out
dozens of bombings in Israel in
the past year of Mideast fighting.
Israel and the Palestinians
pledged last week to formalize
a cease-fire sought by the
United States, but the truce has

Beghal, 35, a FrenchAlgerian, was the second person extradited to France in
connection with the plot.
British authorities extradited Kamel Daoudi, 27, on
Saturday. Daoudi had fled to
Britain as French police
moved in on seven other people on Sept. 21.
Those arrests were based
on information Beghal provided to police in Dubai,
where he was arrested in July
after returning from a trip to
Afghanistan.
He confessed to authorities
there of the plot to attack
American interests including
the U.S. Embassy in Paris.
Beghal has been presented
here as a leading figure in the
plot, and a man with, ties to a
top aide of bin Laden, the
prime suspect in the U.S.
attacks.

been shaky.
The
Palestinians have
accused Israel of using excessive force, despite pledges that
it would show restraint in dispersing
stone-throwers.
Eighteen Palestinians have
been killed by Israeli fire in the
past six days, including six aged
17 and under who were shot
dead while throwing stones at
soldiers.
Israel complained that
attacks on Israeli soldiers and
civilians have continued.
Overnight, Palestinians fired
two mortar shells toward
lewish settlements in the Gaza
Strip and hurled grenades at
two army posts Two explosive
devices went off near two army
posts in the West Bank, the
army said. No one was injured.
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DOCTOR PLEADS GUILTY TO DRUG CHARGES
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — A doctor accused of giving his
ex-girlfriend prescription drugs to cause a miscarriage
pleaded guilty yesterday to reduced charges in an
agreement with prosecutors that would send him to
prison for five years.
A forum ot views and ideas

OUR TAKE
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USG makes progress
1 asl night the Undergraduate
Student Government finalized
its budget, and it seems solid. In
the past, there have been major
issues with USG's finances,
including missing money that
makes this year's $486 discrepency seem tiny.
Additionally, the debate

showed concern by the senators
that they might be wasting students' money. The amount for
conferences, for instance, was
not increased much, though it
may not cover the cost.
On the other hand, other
items raise eyebrows. The $4,250
allocated for promotion seems

odd when cheap ways to communicate, such as the Internet,
have been ignored. USG does
have a website, but it doesn't
appear to have been updated
since Marcos Popovich was
president.
USG is making progress, but it
could still be more efficient.

College life is like camp
Not long ago, 1 was in my
German class drawing a
blank about what to write
about in this week's column,
and decided to ask my classmates what they thought I
should write about. One of
my more spirited classmates,
Blake, suggested that 1 write
about how summer camp is a
lot like college. At first I
thought it was silly, but then I
saw his point.
For four years, 1 spent a
month every summer at a
camp in the beautiful mountains of Colorado. When I
paused to look back at my
experiences there and my
experiences In college thus
far. I saw many similarities
and understood what Blake
was talking about.
Before 1 even left for summer camp for the first time, 1
had a completely negative
attitude. I got mad at my parents for sending me to
"prison," trying to get rid of
me, and sending me so far
away (at the time I lived in
New Mexico). When my parents dropped me off at camp,
I cried for hours. No one
could console me. Every time
1 looked at something from
home, I bawled. I felt so
detached and far away from
what I considered familiar. 1
didn't even realize that this
almost exactly matched how I
felt when I was ready to leave
for college until I started
thinking about this article. I
was angry that my parents
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would not let me stay near
them, thus ending my total
dependence on them. I did
not want to be away from
home, and when my parents
said it was tough for them to
let me go, I said to them. "At
least you don't have to move
away from everything that is
familiar and comforting to
you!" When my parents
dropped me off, I unpacked
my things with tears in my
eyes, and sobbed uncontrollably when they left. But with
both camp and college, within hours I had made friends
and almost forgotten about
how much I missed my room
at home, my parents, my dog,
and everything that was
familiar.
My room ... oh, how 1
missed my room. When I
went to camp, it was 14 girls,
including myself, in a small
cabin. No privacy, quiet, or
room could be found.
Sounds a lot like dorm life,
doesn't it? With the girls in
my cabin, I'd stay awake for
hours at night talking about
silly things... when the counselor was out, that is. lust like
at my school last year when
we'd all be quiet until the
Resident Advisor was out,
then all hell would break
loose. At camp, when we
wanted to sneak out to see
boys, it was almost impossible. It took a very covert
operation to see a specimen
of the opposite gender. Just
like at college, where,
depending on where you live,
it's illegal to have overnight
"guests" and requires a lot of
work to not get caught sneaking your boyfriend, who has
spent the night, out of your
room.

Speaking of breaking loose,
that's what camp and college
are all about... being away
from home, yet not really
being completely on your
own. While camp and college
offer independence from
home and exposure to new
things, you know you're never
alone, which is a good feeling
(sometimes). There is always
someone there to keep you in
line. Plus, there's always
something to do. At camp, it
was games, arts and crafts,
horseback riding, hiking,
etc... at college; there are
social organizations and
sports to take part in to kill
time.
While there is someone
there to keep you in line, it's
not your mother. Which
poses another problem - I
don't know if everyone else
has noticed this, but camp
dining rooms and college
dining rooms definitely aren't
your mother's kitchen table.
After a few weeks of camp
food you're ready to have
some home cooked meal you
might have taken for granted
before you left home. A lot of
times when I go home, I bring
back what I call "mom food"
to keep in my fridge for when
I've had enough of food
cooked by someone who's not
my mom!
So if you ever feel you don't
have the courage to face
something new or difficult at
college, think back to your
days at summer camp (if you
went!) and remember how
you handled it then. With all
of these similarities, surely
you can draw experience
from the good old days of
camp.
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America shines with unity
CARL
GURAL
Guest Columnist

In the wake of the events
that took place on Sept. 11,1
can honestly say that I am
proud to live in the United
States of America. What was
done to this country was
inhumane. There is no question or doubt in my mind that
there should be retaliation.
Besides all the talks of attacking other countries and getting revenge, I want to take a
moment and reflect on this
country.
This country has responded
with the most awesome and
powerful force possible —
cooperation. People from all
over this country are showing
support and love for the victims. That's awesome.
I drove to Franklin Park
Mall that weekend, and I
must have seen at least 50
flags on the way. There were
flags hanging from bridges,
on people's cars and houses,
and even one hanging from a
traffic light!
America is not going to let

the terrorists win and we will
show them why we are the
world's strongest nation. I
support any decision that our
president makes.
I am originally from New
York. I have close relatives
who live in New York City.
This tragedy did strike close
to home, but luckily, my relatives were unharmed. As far
as Tuesday goes, I'm scarred
beyond belief.
I want to go to New York
and help out. 1 want to look
for survivors and clean up the
mess that was once the trademark of the beautiful
Manhattan skyline, a great
symbol of our country.
The symbol was destroyed
by terrorists and everyone
knows that something must
be done soon. We are a team
and we are letting the world
know that we are coming
together and creating a power
that no terrorist can destroy.
It doesn't matter what race or
religion you are, for right now,
unity is our strongest power
against this fight. President
Bush, himself, said that we
are at war and we are showing the world that we will not
be intimidated by all of the

patriotism and honor we are
portraying for our great country.
We are free because we
fought as a team for independence, we are the world's
superpower because we
fought as a team in two wars,
and we are free because came
together in times of horror
and battle as a team.
For this reason, myself and
millions of others are proud
to be American. That is something that we can brag about.
America is the land of the free
and the home of the brave.
We are not killers, we don't
bomb buildings or fly planes
into world trademarks — we
are too proud and stable to
do that.
Right now, America is in
complete horror and disbelief, but we need to be proud
and support the loyalty that
shines through this country.
In the most devastating limes
in history, U.S. citizens have
come through and reminded
our young people what true
patriotism is all about.
I say with my heart over my
hand, "I'm proud to be an
American!"

On being national doormats
STEVEN
CAVINS
Guest Columnist

In a defense to my opinion, I would like to quote
George Orwell who once said,
"Pacifism is objectively proFascist. This is elementary
common sense. If you hamper the war effort of one side
you automatically help out
that of the other. Nor is there
any real way of remaining
outside such a war as the present one. In practice, "he that
is not with me is against me."
Preaching this issue to the

roughly 10 percent of
Americans who are pacifists
is a waste of my time. These
are the people who make
"common sense" an oxymoron, and we're just going
to have to live with them.
These people somehow
missed school when they
taught the lesson, "If you
don't defend yourself, the
world will walk all over you."
In this current issue, the pacifists think we're just going to
bomb the hell out of
Afghanistan and kill thousands of civilians (because, as
Katrina Milbrodt pointed out
yesterday, we're all just a
bunch of racists who hate
everyone but ourselves, right?

|see next line]). To beiieve
this, you'd have to forget that
America is Afghanistan's
largest source of humanitarian aid. You'd have to forget
Bush saying that he is targeting the Taliban, not civilians.
You'd have to forget that this
war is not your average mass
bombing, but a strategic
attack, including economic
fronts (if you'd take a look at
the terrain of Afghanistan,
you would understand why
bombs won't finish the job.)
Most importantly, you'd
have to forget why America is
still a free nation. Thank God
90 percent of us still remember.
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PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
What question would you ask for "People on the
Street?"

BLAKE HARIS0N

JON HART

BROOKE POWELL

FRESHMAN

FRESHMAN

JUNIOR

MATTMcPIKE
SENIOR

"Are you tired of seeing
things about Sept. II?

"Are people taking Sept. II
too lightly?"

"What three items get you
though the week?'

"Favorite rider in the Pro
Bull Riding Assoc?"
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Homecoming Royalty voting
table® Education Steps, 11
a.m. to 6 p.m.

TODAY'S
EVENTS
Career Services Expo @ Perry
Field House, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fashion Show @ 101A
Olscamp Hall, 7 p.m. to 11
p.m.
Sales and Marketing Club
Informational Meeting @
Business Administration
Building 102,8 p.m.

Technology Education @ Room
220B Technology Building, 6:30
p. m.
BIG Decisions. Get the BIG
Picture about majors in The
College of Technology. Join
BGSU Faculty as they explore
the opportunities available
to you (or careers within
Technology.

VCTO 50s and 60s Commercial
Collection @ Falcon Theater,
2nd floor Technology Building,
9 p.m.
Take a break Tuesday night
with VCTOI They will be taking
over at the Falcon Theater in
the Tech Building to view a
"square" collection of commercials from the 50s and 60s.

Hands Are Not for Hurting:
The Transformation Project at
the BGSU Women's Center @
Education Building Steps, 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.

HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have an event that you
would like to have listed in the
calendar, send an e-mail to
bgnewsevents@hotmail.com
or stop by 210 West Hall with
information on the event. The
deadline is 6 p.m. the day
before the event.

TUESDAY, OCT. 2
Campus Events

Homecoming Merchandise
Sales & Voting.
Merchandise table &

Douglas has another thrilling weekend
OAVID
LEHR
Entertainment Writer

Audiences gave full disclosure
of their fatal attraction toward
Michael Douglas. His newest
thriller, Don't Say a Word," mustered $17.1 million in a surprisingly strong debut. "Word" barely
beat the $16.6 million opening of
"A Perfect Murder," and its perscreen average of $6,097 was
louder than the $5,840 average
for "Murder." Following the flop
"One Night at McCool's" which
Douglas produced and costarred in, the producer must be
shouting the word from the
rooftops; it is his largest opening
to date. In addition, "Word"

BRIEFING
CMA Awards line-up
falling into place

Love and Theft

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Brooks & Dunn, Diamond
Rio, Toby Keith, George Strait
and Lee Ann Womack are
expected to perform at "The
35th Annual CMA Awards"
show on Nov. 7. The show is
scheduled to air live on CBS
from 8-11 p.m. ET from the
Grand Olc Opry House. Vince
Gill will be the host for the
10th consecutive year.

DeNiro to be honored for film career
NEW YORK (API — Robert
De Niro was honored with a
lifetime achievement award
at last night's Gotham
Awards, which celebrate New
York City's independent film-

making.

The 58-year-old was honored for his "remarkably prolific" career as an actor, producer and director, said the
Independent Feature Project,
the nation's largest membership organization for the
independent film communityDirector Martin Scorsese
presented the award to De
Niro.
Other winners included
lima Thurman, who received
the actor award, and Edet
Belzberg, who received the
documentary honor for
"Children Underground," her
award-winning work about
the street children of
Romania.
Andy Dick was the host of
the ceremony, which is
scheduled to be broadcast
Friday on the Bravo network.
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When most rock stars hit their
50s or 60s they turn into embarrassing parodies of their former
glory. Think of Steven Tyler strutting like he's still the cock of the
walk or Mick lagger who. in most
live performances looks like he'd
rather be roto-tilling and checking out the latest AAKP brochure,
and you get the drift. There's a
stublxim refusal of rock stars to
age gracefully. Thankfully, Bob
Dylan has accepted his age and
mortality with aplomb, humor
and wisdom.
Love & Vteft, his 43rd album in
an influential career, is one of his
finest, loose set and most charming records. After the ghostly and
reflective ambiance of his last,
and arguably best, release, Time
Out of Mind, Ixwe & Tlieft is a
jaunty trip through the backwaters of American music.
From the rockabilly of
"Summer Days" to the loungy
Dean Martin phrasing and
drunken romanticism of "Bye
and Bye" Dylan is singing with a
renewed vigor that certainly
befits a man who in the last four
years has cheated death, won
several Grammys and an
Academy Award.
Dylan's pre-occupations with
blues (the stomping "Lonesome
Day Blues") and country are in
>o<

The University Bookstore
in conjunction with

BGSU Athletics -JUL
presents:

The University Bookstore

$250 Book Scholarship
at each BGSU Falcon Home Football Game

Turn in your completed entry blank by Oct. 5th at
the University Bookstore or by the end of the 1st
quarter at one of the
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Faicon Locker Room Tents

demographics. Warner Bros, has
high hopes that "Hearts" will
shine through October.
Snagging fourth place, Keanu
Reeves played "Hardball" for $5.2
million. Despite the new competition, "Hardball" lost only 35 percent of its audience and scored
$26.3 million total. "Hardball"
seems zeroed in on $50 million
by the end of its run.
lacked back in its home at No.
5, "The Others" nearly matched
its $5.1 million gross last week
with $4.8 million this week. It
increased its overall gross to
$86.7 million.
At No. 6, "Rush Hour 2"
jammed on to $2.5 million and
$219.2 million overall.
"The Glass House" shattered in
its third week, dropping 52 percent to $2.1 million and seventh
place. With only $15 million, the

audience has huffed and puffed
and blown the house down.
"The Musketeer" buckled to
No. 8. during its final act in the
top 10; "Musketeer" took $1.7
million for $25.5 total.
At No. 9, "Rat Race" increased
its calling area by $1.7 million for
$54.1 million cumulative.
In the 10spolwith$1.6 million,
"Two (in Play That Game"
jumped to a $20 6 million cumulative.
Next weekend, audiences
must decide which is scarier;
Paul Walker and Leelee Sobieski
in "loy Ride" or Denzel
Washington's goatee in "Training
Day." For the weak of heart, lohn
Cusack looks for "Serendipity"
while families watch "Max
Keehle's Big Move."

full effect as are some the best
and humorous lyrics of his
career. The funny backwoods
tale, "Floater (Too Much to Ask)"
is a sharp, whimsical yam about
a man unaccountably in love
with his cousin. And in the surreal "Tweedle Dee & Tweedle" he
sings of two less-than-intellectual cats traversing the wide open
spaces of America and not
understanding any of the beiiuty
or potential the land promises.
But none of that compares to
the terrific track "Mississippi."
This is one of Dylan's best and
most beautiful compositions, a
story of a man coming to terms
with the fact that "time is piling
up" against him. He's a man
who's "been in trouble since he
sat his suitcase down," and that's
the perfect line that encapsulates
both Dylan and his career. I le's a
pioneer and visionary a troublemaker and poet who well into his
60s is. still doing it with grace.
Grade: A- Erik Pepple

that would be a shame, because
it is a surprising and diverse piece
of work
Sounding less like Pearl lam
and more like Neil Young, Stone
shows his remarkable musical
range, delivering 10 songs that
How back and forth between folk
rock, psychedelica. blues and
straight-up rock music. The
album opens with the truly
bizarre "Bore Me" a Neil Youngish rock tune coated in odd background noises and vocals. The
album then does a 180 turn with
"Fits," a slow-paced bluesy ballad.
The pattern occurs throughout
the album, "Pigeon" is a guitarfueled Pearl lam-like rock song,
while "Anchors" returns to a
more slow-paced rhythm. Other
songs, such as "Cadillac," are just
pure blues.
If Pearl lam ever breaks up,
God forbid, Gossard definitely
has something to fall back on.
Grade: B+
-James Eldred

Stone Gossard

Primer 55

Bayleaf

(the) New Release

Bayleaj, the remarkable new
solo album by Stone Gossard of
Pearl lam, may fall into obscurity,
like other solo albums by guitarists (David Gi'mour or Pink
Floyd, lames Ilia of the Smashing
Pumpkins to name a few) and

Primer 55 follows their 2000
Ozzfest stint with their second LP,
(tlie) New Release. While the title
is horrible, the album as a whole
is ... well, it could be worse.
Primer 55 is nu-metal replete
with big bottom end, shouty

vocals, and really blunt guitar
parts — calling them riffs would
be way too much for an oldschool metal fan like myself. Of
course, the band says it's going a
step beyond usual nu-metal. but
to my ears it's just more of the
same formula you'd get from any
of the Korn/Bizkit bands out
there.
That's not to say Primer 55
doesn't try to cover some new
ground. Lead track (well, after the
"arty" piano intro) "This Life"
blends a muted, nearly Euro-pop
verse with the familiar angryyoung-man chorus. Horns crop
up all over trying to add some
funk to the mix. "Tricycle" cops
War's classic "Low Rider" pretty
blatantly. "Lou Evil" attempts a
sexy, grooving' vibe, but the vocal
pretty much kills it.
The best song off the disc is the
criminally short, Sepultura-ripoff
"Ricochet." It's only a minute and
a half, but it rocks hard. Too bad
there wasn't more along those
lines.
That being said, (the) New
Release is not a bad album, just
not a good one either. Get (the)
New Releasedyou're a hard-core
nu-metaller, but your money is
probably better spent elsewhere.
Grade: C■Brad Kltfxluik
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for news!
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breathed life into the sagging box
office and may claim a second
weekend at No. 1 since Douglas'
thrillers usually hold up well.
At No. 2, the largely favored
"Zoolander" strutted its stuff with
a $15.5 million debut. Its writerproducer-director-star Ben Stiller
had a bigger directorial opening
with "The Cable Guy," but
"Zoolander" gave him a new high
as the leading man. Averaging
$6,194 per venue, the world of
male models has never received
such high interest.
Anthony Hopkins devoured $9
million in "Hearts in Atlantis."
While not as ravenous as his cannibal
openings,
Anthony
I lopkins carried "Hearts" by himself to a respectable third place
opening. "Hearts" averaged
$5,151 per setting and enjoyed
good word of mouth across all

Sound Check; Dylan misses nothing with'Love'
Bob Dylan
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SOCCER: FALCONS' BEAT BUFFALO; LOSE TO AKRON. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
Cavaliers sign five
free agents Monday
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Cavaliers signed
five free agents yesterday, one
day before opening their first
training camp under coach
INIiii Lucas.
The Cavs signed swingman
Rodrick Rhodes, guard
Anthony Goldwire and forwards Gerard King. Makhtar
Ndiaye and Reggie Slater.
Terms were not disclosed.
Rhodes, a three-year NBA
veteran, played in 72 games
and averaged 5.3 points per
game. He played for the Dallas
Mavericks in 1999-00 before
spending last season with A.O.
Dafhi in Greece.
Goldwire played for Denver
last season, averaging 4.1
points and 1.7 rebounds.
King was with the
Washington Wizards last year
and averaged 4.B points and
2.9 rebounds. He also has
played in the CBA and the
Italian League.
Ndiaye has played in four
NBA games and has spent the
past two seasons playing in
France.
Slater played 55 games for
Minnesota last season, averaging 4.6 points and 3.4
rebounds. He also has played
for Denver, Portland, Dallas
and Toronto.

Bengals
see how
good
they are
MM IN
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Now the
Cincinnati Bengals will find out if
they really are a much better
team.
A 28-14 defeat Sunday in San
Diego gave hints that the team's
honeymoon, which included
free champagne from adoring
fans after a 2-0 start, has given
way to a reality check.
Is the NFLs worst team for the
past
decade substantially
improved? Or does it have better
talent with the same propensity
to crumble when the pressures
on?
The players aren't entirely sure.
The locker room was upbeat yesterday, and that was a change
from what happened in years
past after a lopsided defeat. Still,
there was an undertone of
uncertainty about how this will
play out
A game Sunday in Pittsburgh
— the first at the Steelers' new
field — could provide some significant answers.
When
asked
yesterday
whether these Bengals are much
more formidable than their
ready-to-crack predecessors,
linebacker Brian Simmons said,
"I can tell you better after the
Pittsburgh game, but I think so."
They became an overnight
sensation when they turned six
Baltimore turnovers into a stunning upset of the Super Bowl
champions, leaving the Bengals
2-0 for the first time since 1995.
The Chargers made them look
suspiciously like the old Bungles.
Jon Kitna threw three interceptions and fumbled twice, Corey
Dillon ran for a mere 46 yards,
and the defense collapsed in the
second half as San Diego scored
three consecutive touchdowns.
LaDainian Tomlinson ran for
107 yards and scored three
touchdowns in nine minutes as
the Chargers bowled over the
Bengals' defense when it mattered.
"A lot of guys were gelling
caught up in emotions and
everybody was probably gelling
a little frustrated." linebacker
Steve Foley said.
That sounds a lot like the
Bengals of old. As the Chargers
pushed them around and pulled
away, the Bengals started wondering how they'd react when the
game ended.
Linebacker Takeo Spikes
watched to see if anyone looked
shaken, an indication that one
bad game would lead to another.
Instead, he saw resiliency.
"There's a difference," Spikes
said yesterday. "Last year, if we'd
BENGALS, PAGE 7
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Volleyball falls to Huskies
The Falcons' lost their
first MAC match of
the season Friday to
Northern Illinois
University as they fell
to 7-2 falling.
by Erica Bambaccini
THE BG NEWS

The volleyball team's winning
streak halted Friday as the
Falcons fell in three sets lo
Northern Illinois
"Northern Illinois played great
volleyball and Bowling Green
didn't," said head coach Denise
Van De Walle. "They passed the
ball well, their outside did a
tremendous job attacking hard
and through the seam of our
block and off our block."
As a result the Falcons were
held lo only 29 blocks, while the
Huskies had an overwhelming
58 blocks.
"We really struggled blocking
and when we struggle blocking
that seems to really blow our
confidence," Van De Walle said.
"Our middles got fooled a lot.
They chased the wrong person
in Northern's offense so it created several holes in the block."
The Huskies took full advantage of these holes placing the
ball in places that the Falcons
were unable to get to.
"Their setter did a great job at
seeing that our middles went
with their middles and then she
shoved the ball outside," Van De
Walle said. "Their outside did
exactly what you would want
left-side hitters to do. They
jumped and swung hard."
Van De Walle said, "We were
trying, but nothing we did
worked. The first game was real-

ly good up until about 20 or 25
points. Then you could see that
we were playing catch up at that
point. We had a lead early on, but
then once they caught up and
passed us we were playing catch
up."
Once the Falcons fell behind
thev went on to lose the first set
25-30.
"In game two, Northern
Illinois played even better than
they did in game one," Van De
Walle said. "They had a quick
start against us and wc couldn't
recover. So we really did get beat.
It wasnt that we beat ourselves
because we were never really in
that match."
BG didn't do as well in the second and third set. They onl>
scored a total of 35 points
between the two matches — 19
in the second and 16 in the third.
"There was more frustration at
how big the gap was in the
score," Van De Walle said. "We
got beat soundly in the third
game."
Senior Caty Rommeck led the
team with 15 kills. This was the
seventh match this season
Rommeck has averaged five kills
per game. Along with her 15 kills,
Rommeck had nine digs, a solo
block and a service ace.
"I think she didn't even commit an error until the third
game," Van De Walle said. "We
were so one dimensional that
night. We didn't have really good
passing. We couldn't really get
her the ball as often as we needed to."
Rommeck's nine digs were
matched by senior Amber Vorst,
who also had two kills.
Senior Natalie Becker had a
team-high 28 assists and one
service ace, while junior Kristin
Gamby had seven kills and three

FitePtwto

BUMPING: Senior defensive specialist Karen Amstutz hits the ball over the net in a recent match.
digs, and sophomore Laura
Twyman had four kills and four
digs.
I think we're back to
reality now," Van De Walle

said. "We're 7-2, but we
were given a clinic on how
to hit the ball by Northern
Illinois. They had twice as
many kills as we did."

The Falcons were held to
a team total 29 kills and hit
.085, while the Huskies had
58 kills and hit .318 as a
team.

Falcons open season; CC fares well
Gabel wins lone tide in New York
by Ryan Fowler
THE BG NEWS

by Jason A. Dixon
THE BG NEWS

The Falcons' women's tennis
team opened the 2001-02 season over the weekend, posting a
combined record of 7-15 in singles matches and 4-7 in doubles
matches.
Transfer Alyson Gabel won the
Falcons' only title, producing a 51 weekend record. She also
teamed with sophomore lessica
lohnson to finish second in the
doubles flight with a 2-1 record.
Gabel, a transfer from
Miami University, was playing
her first match for the
Falcons, proving to coach
Dean and her teammates that
she didn't leave her game in
Oxford.
"This was a great learning
experience for the entire
team, especially considering
how young we are," Gabel
said. "The team was also great
in encouraging one another,
which was a lot different from
last year. I know their positive
attitude had a lot to do with
the way I played this weekend."
The Falcons entered the
weekend with freshman
Susan Schoenberger playing
at both the top singles and
doubles flights.
"It was a tough weekend for
each of our players," Dean
said. "However, their mentaltoughness and encouragement of one another helped
them improve with each
match."
The women's team showed
its resilience and competitive
spirit throughout the invitational, making the opposition
work for each match.
Nevertheless, the team had to
watch the University of
Illinois Chicago capture four

Michnl LitankuMi BG Nan

LEADING THE WAY: Junior Alyson Gabel won the Falcons' lone
title going a perfect 3-0 at the third singles flight.
singles crowns and Northern
Iowa escape with two out of
three doubles matches.
"It was tough because
everyone was nervous for the
first match, but Devon did
great in settling all of us
down," lohnson said. "This
experience has definitely
motivated us in preparation
for next weekend."
Dean is verv aware of how

young her team is, and agrees
that everyone improved with
the match. She and the team
also know that this experience
will only make them better as
the season progresses.
The Falcons play next weekend at the Wolverine Fall
Invitational in Ann Arbor. Play
is scheduled to begin Friday at
9 a.m. and run until Sunday
(Oct. 5-7).

Bowling Green's cross-country team attended the Meet of
Champions Saturday in the
Bronx
The Falcons stayed optimistic despite being in New
York City where acts of terrorism
were
committed.
According to both cross country coaches, people can't hide
from fear and must go on with
their daily activities.
"The thing about terrorism is
that it can hit anywhere," said
men's coach Sterling Martin.
"They just chose New York and
Washington. I don't think anyone is apprehensive about
traveling there."
Women's coach Cami Wells
echoed her colleague's attitude
towards traveling to the Bronx
"There is really no concern
at the present time," Wells said.
"They (the team) all really
wanted to go to the meet"
The coaches were both excited for the Meet of Champions
held this past Saturday at Van
Cortlandt Park and hosted by
Iona University. However,
Martin was very disappointed
with his team's performance
Saturday.
"I didn't think we went there
with a purpose," Martin said. "I
think we just went out there
running As a whole, 1 thought
we embarrassed ourselves."
The team is currently starting the meat of their schedule
with Notre Dame and
Michigan to follow the Meet of
Champions.
"I think condition wise we're
in great shape," Martin said.
"However, I think we're off base
on attitude and focusing. We've
learned to accept less."
BG placed 18th among
mostly East Coast teams (six of

which ranked or received votes
in the Top 25), many of which
BG rarely faces. BG scored 539,
while
the
champion,
Dartmouth, scored 81.
Tom Kutter was the first
Falcon to cross the finish line.
The senior led the Falcon runners by finishing 50th out of
283 finishers in a time of 26
minutes, 2.9 seconds.
In two previous meets Kutter
placed in the top five against
Ohio in a dual meet and placed
third in the lone home meet,
the Mel Brodt Invitational.
Martin said he loves what he
sees out of his veteran runner.
"He's a great success story,"
Martin said. "Tom is a tremendous leader for this program. I
couldn't ask for anything more
of someone to set an example
of what it takes to be competitive at this level."
lustin Perez, who placed
135th, and Paul Niedzwiecki,
who placed 215th, are all part
of this year's cross country success and all will also participate
in track in the spring. Martin
believes cross country is not a
warm up for the track season.
"Some of those guys love
cross country more than
track," Martin said. "They really dedicate themselves over the
summer. Many of those guys
are doing 80 to 90 miles a week
to get ready for cross country.
It's got nothing to do with
track."

Women
Twelfth ranked V iston
College ran their way to a first
place finish with 31 points,
while Boston University (23rd)
came in second with 109
points. BG ended with 444
points to finish 16th in the 22
MEET, PAGE 7
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Women soccer
improves to 4-2-2

Soccer splits over weekend
byDtnkMcCord
THC BG DEWS

There is a patlem developing
during the Bowling Green men's
soccer season; when they lose a
game they rum around and win
the next one in dramatic fashion.
After winning Sept. 28's
Diadora Classic in double overtime with a head shot from
Derrick Matthews, the team lost
its
first
Mid-American
Conference game to the Akron
Zips. They went on to play the
Buffalo Bulls Sunday. It was a
scoreless game until Falcons'
senior defender Tony Malik
scored in overtime.
The Akron game Friday night
started as poorly as it ended for
the Falcons. The Zips got on the
board in the 8th minute when
Tim Cooper nailed a shot from
the left side of BG keeper Dave
DeGraff to capitalize on the
Falcon's slow start.
"We were not very organized in
the first 15 minutes," said BG
head coach Mel Mahler. "We've
got to get better at being organized early and find a way to finish our chances."
The first half finished with the
Zips leading BG 12-6. As the second half started, the Zips' attack
continued with Will Kletzien netting the second goal of the match

at the 57 minute mark.
Although the Falcons cut the
lead in half when junior Tim
Bulter scored his second goal of
the year in the 65th minute, that
was all they could muster.
"It was a typical Mid-American
Conference game," Mahler said.
"It was also a typical BG-Akron
match. The tempo was very high
and the play was from end-toend."
Akron held onto its advantage
throughout the match, winning
the statistic category 22-11 while
DeGraff ended the day with five
saves. Milligan, Akron's keeper,
made two.
Unlike Akron, Sunday's match
against Buffalo proved an equal
match. The two squads were
scoreless for the full 90 minutes,
putting the Falcons in overtime
for the third time this season.
The Bulls led in shots (10-9)
and comer kicks (7-6) going into
the extra session.
Senior defender Malik took the
first shot in overtime, netting the
match-winning goal in the 101st
minute. Freshman Burt Weaver
was given the match-winning
assist. DeGraff made six saves in
his third shutout of the season as
his counterpart Brian Waznick
made four.
The overtime win put the

by loel Hammond

Chris Schooler BG News

KICKIN': The men's soccer team beat Buffalo in overtime on
Sunday after losing to Akron on Friday.

Falcons' extra session record to 20-1, while their overall record is
now 3-2-1. Their MAC record
went to 1-1.

have lost this game, I'd have been
worried. Now there's a sense of
urgency about everybody. I don't
have to worry myself. 1 know all
the guys are just as ready to play
as I am."
During opening victories
against New England and
Baltimore, the Bengals dominated the third quarter. In San Diego,
they couldn't run or stop the run
in the second half.
Coach Dick LeBeau focused on
the third-quarter letdown yesterday.
"We talk about keeping our
poise and keeping the game in
touch so the game goes down to
the fourth quarter," LeBeau said.

"We didn't do that.
"This team has been good
against adversity. When we faced
it out there in the third quarter,
we didn't get it done. I hope we
will learn from that."
In the third quarter, Tomlinson
rushed for 80 yards by cutting
back and finding big holes. In
contrast, the Bengals ran seven
plays in the quarter for no net
gain, giving the ball up on two
punts and a fumble.
Once the Chargers got ahead
28-7, it was over.
"You cannot afford a lull like
that," LeBeau said. "That is the
critical lesson of that game. If you
let down in a particular part of
the game, the odds are you're
going to have a hard time digging
out of that hole."
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The Falcons will take on
Kentucky Friday, the defending
MAC
Tournament
Champions.

Echler gets 42nd

Bengals reflect
BENSAIS, FROM PAGE 6

"We've never come back
from two goals in the history of
The Bowling Green women's the program," said head coach
soccer team ended a two-game Andy Richards. "We did some
losing streak Friday by defeat- things right against Northern,
ing Northern Illinois, 4-2. The including getting some goals
Falcons then took on MAC from people other than our
leading Western Michigan, strikers. Our strikers are great,
which defeated BG 1-0 to but we can't rely upon them all
improve to 4-0-0 in the confer- of the time."
ence.
Western Michigan entered
The Falcons went down early the BG game Sunday on top of
to Northern Illinois. The the MAC, and left that way. They
Huskies went up 2-0 early in the needed just one strike from
game, off goals from lane Mucci lessica Pattison late in the first
and liU Heikkila with 27:50 left half to win their fourth conference game of
in the first half.
"We've never come the season.
The Falcons
and
junior
Pattison's goal
back from two
was her secgoalkeeper
Erika Flanders goals in the history ond of the seakept
the
of they program. son.The Broncos
Huskies out of
We did some
the goal for the
outshot
the
Falcons 12-4,
duration, and
things right
the
Falcon
with a 6-2
scorers
let against Northern." advantage in
shots on goal.
loose.
ANDY RICHARDS,
Bronco senior
Tri-captain
HEAD COACH
goalkeeper was
Mandy Smith
got
the
forced to make just two saves for
Falcons on the board six min- the shutout, marking the first
utes after Heikkila's goal, scor- time this season BG was held
ing her first goal of the year off a without a goal.
"We did some things right
Beth Rieman assist. Reiman
wasn't done, scoring her first against Western, as well,"
goal of the year off a Kasey Richards said. "We played
Freeman corner kick at the great as a team.
39:25 mark. The teams then Sometimes, when you play
battled for 20 scoreless minutes, well, things don't go right for
until Rieman struck again. Her you, and when you play with
second goal, unassisted, of the less quality than you usually
game proved to be the game- do, you come out on top."
winner.
The Falcons open a fiveAnnmarie Aparo netted her game homestand tomorrow
first goal of the season on an against Youngstown State
assist from (ill Conover, providing some insurance for the University at 3:30 p.m., and
Falcons, who improved to 4-2-2 will continue Friday against
Akron at 1:30 p.m.
on the year with the win.
IH[ BC NEWS
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team race.
lay Echler was one runner
Wells hoped would run well on
Saturday and she did. Echler
finished first among the
I ,ilc (ms with a time of 22:05.2 to
give her 42nd place out of 238
competitors who completed
the 6 kilometer race.
lliis season Echler has continued where she left off last

track season. In the first meet
against Ohio University, Echler
finished first individually. She
followed that up with a second
place finish out of 91 runners at
the Mel Brodt invitational with
a time of 18:14.
"She worked very hard this
summer and has looked very
good in her first two meets,"
said coach Wells of her junior
runner. "If she gets in the top 15
this weekend (that) would be a
good accomplishment for her."
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jDid you know...

Voted Best Pizza 9yrs.
9yr in a Row!

ants for every persoi
in the world.
■"'■■'f

■*♦* l*»*1

D
5^203 N. Main ss
™«
Jf!!V€nV 352-5!66
nn Minimum

^""^

$5.00 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • lunch Fri. »Sat. •Sun.

"UJ€€KD5VS0NLV!~'
(Mon. Thru Thur.) Open 4 p.m.

1 IT€M pizzn

l9. 750

Travel

Mcd. 575 :

■ Itrtl ll«nu 11 IS (O

«>tro lumi 11 Si (

Add 2 cans of pop
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cnminmoa ■■■inai any indiodwal or group on
the bull of net. iei. color, (rood, religion,
national origin. Mlual orientation (Inability.
uarut aa a veteran, or on ine bain of any other
kj.u. protected 11.1m
The BG N«*i mervra the right 10 decline, dit
continue or rvvac any advert itemmi ****• ai
■hoae found 10 be defamatory, lacking in facni
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advrniteinenn are lubfcct 10 editing and
approval

NEW

Spring Break 2002- Travel wilh STS.
Americas »l Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas or
Florida Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and tree trips Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

oooo *

Found watch outside Eppler North
on sidewalk. Call 372-9278 to
Identify.

Spring Break 2002 Organize Groups & Go Free
Free Parties & Hours ot free drinks
Cancun. Jamaica, Barbados
Bahamas, Florida & More!!
For Details and the Best Rates
Visit:www sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

$2.29

•Try the best breakfast
buffet in town!
Sat. and Sun.
8 am - 2pm

Leon's Family Dining
419-373-6040
Rtcievt 101° off meals wilh student ID. 1628 E. Wooster

Classifieds continued
on page 8.

VARSITY LANES

'"Act Now! Guarantee the best

$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

Apply
Within

J

2m.$coo

I

■

PiHOS
V#
tUiO^i ^d ^ cans of pop 75c
'■■•■„■

And we'll even
deliver free In B.G!

•Open 6 am - 10pm

Travel

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. Acapulco. Florida & Mardl Qras. Reps
needed. .Travel Free, EarnSSS
Qroup Discounts For 6+.
800-838-8203www.leisuretours.com

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 12/31/01

Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner
•Breakfast Specials
Monday-Friday
6 -11 am

FREE DELIVERY I
■ 352.5I66

203 N MAIN

SPECIAL HOME COOKED MEALS
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH A SKI TRIPS
DON T DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

Help Wanted - Waitstaff

Lost/Found

loV

12th Leon's Restaurant
Opening in town

I ITZZO

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

203 NN. MAIN

Not Valid With Any Other Otter ■ Expires 12/31'01

^

J

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!
Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

BGSU vs. Kent State
Doyt Perry Stadium
Saturday, October 6, 2:00 pm
HOMECOMING

BGSU

FALCONS

Any college student

When: Monday - Thursday,
9:00- 11:00 p.m.
Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352 5247)
What:

Price:

2 hours of howling & shoes,
slice of pizza
v
& large pop
Only $5.00
per person
& drink spccidls

<? Rpti the Ftocif.
www.bgsufalcons.com
• Studc-nts admitted free with valid BtfsU ID.
Present your valid BGSU ID at the student
ticket gate on the west side of Doyt Perry
Stadium.
► Pre game Homecoming ceremonies
• University Bookstore book scholarship raffle

• it. there foi.' i hance to win round trip airline
tick.-is tot ,i spring break getaway court*
USG
• Frtckei

me Party

Travel

Personals

Help Wanted

* 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1 -800-234-7007
endlesssummenours.com

nB« tiB* nB* nB* nB* nB*
Congratulations to the Pi Beta Phi
Derby Days team!
You guys ROCKED!
I III* I IB* I III* Illl* MB* I III*

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
352-5822

Spring Break Reps needed to promote campus tnps. Earn Stravel
tree! No Cost 1 -800-367-1252 or
www springbreakdirect.com

[IB* nB* HB* I1B* NB* nB*
Congratulations to Pi Beta Phi's
sisters of the week Tina Mink and
Jenna Jones tor alt their hard work
these past lew weeks.

Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun. the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To find out how, call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail
MrHf frf UnmirllYltlft'O"' com

nB* nB* nB* nB* nB* nB*

EK IK IK £K IK IK EK IK IK LK
Come meet the women, ot Sigma
Kappa, Tuesday 9:15-10pm
Questions, call 372-2385.
IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK

Services Offered
Wanted
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Fall Special.
2 months unlimited tanning $50
Campus Tanning - 352-7889

F. rmte. wanted. House in great
neighborhood. Nice, quiet 3 bdrm.,
own bdrm. w/ full bath. Washer/dryer access Contact Robert 352-7406
Female roommate wanted for Spring
semester. Nice quiet apt., own
room. Contact Lucy at 354-9740.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
ICE HOCKEYOCT. 4.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
M FLAG FOOTBALL
OCT. 3
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
W.C FLAG FOOTBALL

OCT 2
KEY Yearbooks lor the 2000-2001
school year are in! Pick up yours in
28 West Hall

Help Wanted
Athletic/Active coeds as trainers/
recruiters tor research in stress
management and myofascial
release. Limited part-time pays $11
an hour or commission. Interviews
this week. Call 409-0067.
Babysitter needed tor 2 kids on
Mon.. Wed.. Thurs.. and Sat. from
5:00pm to 3:30am. Call Tonya at
354-7036 and leave you name and
number it interested.
Bartender. Pt-time evenings and
weekends Good pay. Good tips.
Flexible schedules. Elks Lodge.
Campbell Hill Rd. BG. 352-2149.
BG office Great PT or FT. Flexible
schedule. Earn S250-S750 weekly.
Hourly or commission. Telemarkeling/phone sales. 353-9634.
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn S1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238. or visit

Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

©\FE

1 Scottish cap
2 Wide Japanese sash
3 Place for relaxation
4 Blemish
5 Sty
6 Elevated railroad
7 Part of face
8 Rub out
9 Sell
10 Frozen water
11 Spread grass for drying
16 Lease
18Aromic. reddish wood
20 Perusing

For Sale
1986 Dodge Omni. Asking $500
OBO. If interested, 353-9714.
1992 Nissan Sentra. Excell. Cond! 5
spd . new clutch, am/fm cass . pwr.
mirrors, cruise, tilt.$3895. 353-4143.
1992 Pont Grand Prix. Well maintained, fully pwr., AM/FM cass. eq. 6
way spkr sys , cruise, pwr. seat.
$4,599 or make offer. 352-8106.

21 Warm thoroughly
22 Protective body covering
23 Wagers
25 Iron
26 To one side
28 12th Greek letter
29 Distinct pitch
32 Sioux tribe

1993 Eagle Talon, red, turbo, all
wheel drive. $4500. 352-0962.
1995 Dodge Intrepid. Excellent
condition. Great student car. 94 K
miles. Must Sell. $4200 872-9690

Fish
Informer (Brrt slang)
Take away, subtract
Mineral spring
Age, eternity
Conjunction
Hearing organ
Cereal grass
Community college
degree (abbr)

33 All right

'82 Volvo Wagon. High miles,
needs exhaust system
$400. Call 352-8425

36 Small brimless cap
38 Sleeveless coat
40 Clock cllckings

Across

'97 GMC Jimmy SLE. 4 Door
63,000 miles. Power seats,
windows, and locks. Hitch CD.
Asking $11,500. Call 823-1372.

1 Rocks on hilltop
4 view
9 Piece
12 16th president (abbr)
13 Hue
14 High card
15 Place Incorrectly
17 Declared holy
19 Over (poetic)
20 Redo
21 Sharp taste
23 EMM
24 Accumulation of body fluid*
27 Scrap of food
28 Veal
30 Gr God of War
31 Morning (abbr)

Bed - Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $199 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set
New in plastic Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.
Dell Inspinon 3500 laptop.
Call for details

354-7595.
Entertainment Center, $40
Mountain Bike 24"-murt!-ipd. $35

352-S106

37 Slope downward
38 Irate
39 Entertain
41 Direction (abbr)
42 Very strong wind
43 Growing older
45 Stop
46 N. Amer. Indian tribe
48 Sell
51 Hawaiian food
52 German (slang)
54 Put
55 Saturated hydrocarbon (suf)
56 Glide along
57 Before (poetic)

Answers

32 Wilderness
34 Seventh musical note
35Crte»

For Rent

Tuesday

1 bedroom, new kitchen and new
carpet: Near Main and Evers
Ground Floor. Call 352-9197.

Wednesday
^ Jazz
»«
Night

Open Mic
Night y

2 4 3 bdrm. turn, apt w/ AC
Available Now

352-7454
2 bdrm female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074
233 W. Merry 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $755/Month Avllahto
Immediately
520 S. Prospect. 2 BR. $575/Month
Available Immediately.
734 Elm 3 BR $800/Month

Call 354-2854

FedEx
Ground

I psl.lll's ,ll

/-©AFE
104 S. Main • 353-0988
|y & Over

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 bdrm unfurnished apt
1082 Fairview.
Call 352-5822

3 Bedroom House, within walking
distance of campus, includes
security system. Available Jan. 1st.
$900/mo plus utilities 352-0429.

One 3 room apt available now.
Newly decorated - in large house.
352-5822

Part time Package
Handler Positions
Available!

Penysburg house 233 West Second
St 3-4 bdrm 2 car garage. 2 bath.
Historical home Hard wood floors.
$1,300/month plus deposit Option
to buy! Contact Sue O 283-4482
Ouiet-2 bdrm upstairs house
$495 plus utilities avail. Jan 1

Call 354-0229
Two, 2 bedroom houses- close to
campus. Grad students pref.
Available now 352-5822.

t*r

When you absolutely, positively want a better wage
New & improved Benefits:
• Raises every 90 days for
the 1 st year!

aiM-P*

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ NIGHT
• (Midnight to 5:00am)
Mon-Fri $10.00/hr
♦ SUNRISE
(3:30am to 8:30am)
Tues-Sat

$10.00/hr

♦ DAY
(2:00pm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri

$8.50/hr

$8.50/hr

♦ PRELOAD
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri $10.00/hr

New S Improved Tuition
Assistance!

e

Medical & Dental Bonefits1

e

Full-Time Package Handler
Opportunities!

e

Paid Vacations!

"jiN-iorni""

Cla-Zel Theatre

$700 New Hire Bonus
after your first 80 hours

Downtown BG. • 353-1361
www r.la-zel com

Easy to get to:

Offers

Pad. Itmmiil

♦ Year-Round Position

§

♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs„ 5 Days A Week

Airport Hwy

♦ Tuition Assistance

I

CURSE A JADE
SCORPION
PG13
5:00

CAPTAIN

CORELLI'S
MANDOLIN
R
7:00 9:30

♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues

Freddie A Frieda

♦ Starting at $8.50-$10.00
♦ Raise After Every 90 Days
♦ Weekends & Holidays OFF

♦ TWILIGHT
(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri

•

Ground

£

E*. &

BQSU

650 S. Reynolds Road,
Toledo, OH 43615
(/ mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Call Career Services for our on-campus schedule or pick
up an application at our Toledo facility Mon-Thurs, 8-4.

1-800-582-3577 Calj_Today_

5k Fun Run/Walk
Saturday, October 6
9:00am (registration beams
af7:30)
^
Student Recreation Center
Sign up at the Student Ret Center
or Mileti Alumni Center '
Co-sponsored ay ftec Sports, Alumni
Association, Student Alumni
Association and Pepsi

